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Energica Motor Company orders equal to Euro 1,1 Milion.  

USA, Germany and Taiwan are the main Energica market areas. 

 

 

Modena, 28 February 2022 

 

Energica Motor Company, leading company of high-performing electric motorcycle and FIM Enel MotoE 

World Cup single manufacturer until 2022, announces that the value of the order book at February 28, 

relating to the period 01.01-28.02, is Euro 1,1 Milion. 

 

The year just ended confirmed the growth trend; the expansion of the sales network and the interest in the 

renewed Energica line-up required an increase in the production area. 

In reference, the Company acquired the buildings close to the current factory in order to double both the 

production and the offices (ref. Press release 05/07/2021). 

 

2022 begins positively but requires continuous monitoring. Several critical issues are still in place: the 

general complications linked to the Covid-19 pandemic situation and the critical issues in the supply chain 

and in shipments, now burdened by the international geopolitical instability caused by the recent war 

activities in Ukraine. 

 

Livia Cevolini, CEO di Energica Motor Company: “We have witnessed a growing brand loyalty in our 

market. Energica has become a point of reference with its high-performance vehicles and now also join the 

field of system integration for EVs, to which the new Energica Inside Business Unit is dedicated. 

The development of new projects continues; we are about to inaugurate a year that will pose new challenges 

in the history of Energica. " 

 
# # # 

Energica Motor Company S.p.A. 

Energica Motor Company is the first Italian manufacturer of high-performing electric motorcycle and is the single 

manufacturer chosen by Dorna for the FIM Enel MotoE™ World Cup. Energica Motorcycles are on sale worldwide. 
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